Date: September 5, 2013

Sixteen faculty members have been awarded Vincent B. Coffin Grants and Summer Stipends for 2013-14.

The grants and stipends, in the amount of about $2,500 each, are awarded to full-time faculty for a variety of scholarly and creative projects ad for activities that enhance teaching or contribute to professional development.

Coffin Grants may be used for various purposes including travel expenses, computer hardware and software, equipment and supplies, staff assistance on a particular project, and course release. Summer stipends may be used for release time to engage in scholarly or creative activities in lieu of teaching a summer course.

COFFIN GRANT RECIPIENTS:

Vanessa Bond
Susan Coleman
Renee Greenfield
Demaris Hansen
Devon Johnson
Bharat Kolluri
James A. Lee
Anne E. Pidano
Sandra Saavedra

SUMMER STIPEND RECIPIENTS:

Stephan Bullard
Andrew Craft
Suhash Gosh
Benjamin Grossberg
Lillian Kamal
Natacha Poggio
Ying Yu